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PRESI DEN T 'S  WELCOM E

Dear Colleagues: 
 
Welcome back to school! I hope you are 
energized and ready to go as we head into 
another school year. M y school is starting 
even earlier this year so that we can get an 
extra week of instruction in before 
End-of-Course exams begin in 
December.  While each year feels very 
similar, the focus seems to shift ever so 
slightly as we attempt to meet the new 
expectations set for our students. From 
the N inth Grade Proficiency Test to the 
development of the Ohio Graduation Test 
to today?s End-of-Course exams, it seems 
that we are always striving to meet new 
objectives for our students.  

While somethings seem to change on a 
regular basis, the excellence demonstrated 
by our organization has continued to 
thrive in the last ten years. First, we have 
been recognized as an N CTE Affiliate of 
Excellence EIGH T  of the last ten years, 
and the Ohio Journal of English Language 
Arts (OJELA) has been recognized by 
N CTE SEVEN  times during this span. 
You can see our full list of recognitions at 
https://www.octela.org/about/octela- 
recognition/  

In fact when N CTE released its most 
recent awards, we received the following 
statement:
  
As in the past three iterations that I have 
judged, I was very impressed with everything 
your affiliate does with professionalism, grace, 
and good humor. Your conventions continue to 
be stellar, your methods of communication 
continue to be some of the most professional that 
I have seen, and your publications, both on-line 
and hard copy, are excellent. 

This is a testament to our Executive 
Director Karla H ayslett and to the editors 
of OJELA. These positions are very 
demanding, require  documentation, and 
have never ending deadlines. During this 
span, we have had numerous OJELA 
editors. Currently, three of them remain 
on the OCTELA Executive Board: 
Colleen Ruggieri, Patrick Thomas, and 
Angela Faulhaber; and we are now 
welcoming a new editor for OJELA. Her 
name is Dr. Beth Walsh-M oorman, and 
she works at Lake Erie College. 
 
Dr. Walsh-M oorman began her educator 
career at St. Joseph H igh School in 1996. 
Since then, she has worked as a full- time 
English teacher, a literacy specialist, and as 
an adjunct professor. In the last year, she 
received her PH.D. from Kent State 
University and began tenure track at Lake 
Erie College. She has multiple 
publications and has presented at various 
conferences throughout the country.  

Please welcome Dr. Walsh-M oorman 
into our organization, and we look 
forward to her continuing the success that 
OCTELA and OJELA have established in 
the last ten years. We wish you a 
wonderful school year and look forward 
to your attendance at the next conference 
M arch 1-2, 2019. Registration is now 
online and proposals are being reviewed.  
For your convenience, please visit  
https://www.octela.org/conference/ for 
more information.

Sincerely,  
Joshua Younge 
President, OCTELA 

Jo shua  Yo unge
OCT ELA  Pr esident
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A Word from  SCOA
 

M ar ge For d

If you are reading this article, that means you are probably an active 
and loyal member of the Ohio Council Teachers of English Language 
Arts (OCTELA). And you may be asking yourself why you should be 
interested or involved in the activities of yet another professional link. 
OCTELA is amazing and your time is valuable. Sometimes it feels
like you are being pulled in many different directions!

But, keeping up with Region 2 of the Standing Committee on 
Affiliates is an opportunity to see what other affiliates across the 
nation are doing. It?s a chance to connect with like-minded educators 
and share in everyone?s success. How are other state and regional 
affiliates supporting teachers as they interpret standards? How are 
other states monitoring student writing through competitions and 
festivals? How are other affiliates using social media, podcasts, and

websites to keep in touch with members?

You may find out that the idea you?ve been kicking around for your 
affiliate or your classroom has already been tested and refined by 
another affiliate on another coast. Here are a few opportunities for

connecting that will take place at N CTE in Houston.

T H URSDAY, N OVEM BER 15

Affiliate Leadership Meeting: N ew for #N CTE18, this make-and-take 
block of sessions has been organized to support affiliate needs in 
conference planning, website development, membership growth,

newsletter publication, and social media use.  

SUN DAY, N OVEM BER 18

Affiliate Breakfast: This Sunday morning event is a recognition of 
N CTE affiliates and a celebration of N CTE Affiliate Award winners.

N CTE Vice-President Leah Zuidema will speak.

Affiliate Extravaganza: A roundtable format facilitates this exchange of 
ideas as affiliate leaders share what?s working for their organizations. 
Topics include building engaging conference programs, supporting 
student literacy through competition, exploring alternate formats for 
affiliate meetings, and engaging in effective advocacy.

But if traveling to Houston is not possible, SCOA is planning several 
webinars on topics of interest where participants can connect and 
share ideas. You can keep informed on those opportunities and many 
others by reading our newsletter. 

If you would like to be added to the mailing list for the SCOA 
newsletter, contact us at affsec@ncte.org and ask to be added to the

mailing list.

We can all accomplish more when we work together ? and save time

by not re- inventing the wheel. 
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From  the Coffee H ouse to the       
                      Classroom ...

                   Using Spoken Word
                      to Build Com m unity

Like so many of my esteemed colleagues, I have felt called to the 
realm of education my entire life. As a child, I would offer the 
neighborhood children lessons in mud pie making and read to anyone 
who would sit still long enough. In junior high and high school, I 
gleefully edited papers and corrected homework for my friends. It was 
pure joy, rooted in human connection and the sharing of (perhaps, 
occasionally dubious) knowledge. N ever once in those blissful games 
did I imagine the long hours of research, assessment, data collection, 
and analysis I would someday perform as a secondary teacher. H ad I 
imagined the reality of teaching, I?m not sure I would have been so 
drawn to it. Fortunately, by the time I figured out the truth, it was too 
late. N o amount of paperwork will ever keep me from the classroom. 
That said, I often long for the pure joy of human connection that led 
me to teach. During the 2017-2018 school year that joy came back to 
me through an unexpected source: spoken word poetry.  
  
M y success with spoken word poetry was born from a not so 
successful attempt at a thought-provoking journal prompt. On 
September 11th, I shared ?The N ames,? by Billy Collins with my 
college prep seniors. I provided them with the necessary context, gave 
a heartfelt reading of the piece, and asked them to reread the poem 
before reflecting on whichever aspect most spoke to them. I was 
shocked when the majority of the class chose to reflect on the genre of 
poetry altogether, rather than the assigned poem. In short: they were 
not fans. They were practically in consensus that no one outside of the 
world of education cared one bit about poetry. Knowing that my 
students viewed me as a sort of poetry insider, I reached out to the 
local community, through a letter to the editor, to help impart the 
importance and relevance of poetry. The response was 
overwhelmingly positive.  
  
During the course of six weeks or so, we received letters and emails 
from poetry lovers not only from our community but from several 
other states. Thanks to the power of social media, we even received a 
handwritten letter from Salerno, Italy. I asked each respondent to 
include information about themselves, their relationship with poetry, 
and their favorite poem for us to study. We heard from lawyers, 
counselors, teachers, retirees, a pig farmer, a judge, an inmate, a 
mechanic, an electrician, and more. They told us their stories, and 
they shared everything from Shakespeare to M aya Angelou to a 
surprising amount of personal work. I can, without hesitation, say that 
it was one of the most meaningful things I have done with my 
students. I watched them ease into the understanding that poetry can 
connect us, shape us, heal us, and teach us about ourselves and others. 
Before long, they were coming to me with YouTube videos of spoken 
word performances that they wanted to share with their classmates. 
Then, with poems that they had written and wished to share. 
Integrating this non-traditional literature into our regular coursework 
improved class discussion and text-based referencing, and it helped me 
build deeper relationships with my students. I knew that I had to share 
this experience with a larger audience. So, when a colleague suggested 
that I have a local poet come to my classroom, I went to 
administration and asked permission to have a local poet serve as the 
headliner at a poetry open mic session in our building. 
  
A tremendous amount of planning later, I hosted Pickaway-Ross 
Career and Technology Center?s first Art Expressed: a showcase of 
student and staff artwork. The evening included an open house style 
art show, where we displayed over 100 pieces of art created by 81 
students and 12 staff members and concluded with a spoken word 
open mic. Two teachers (including myself) and ten students 
participated. Spoken word poet Fayce H ammond of Columbus served 
as the evening?s headliner. The event was held from 6-8 PM  and was 
open to the community. It is estimated that approximately 100 people 
attended. As we are a career and technology center, serving only 
juniors and seniors, our roughly 650 students come from ten different 
home schools across two counties. M any of the schools we partner 
with are small, rural schools with high poverty populations. As such, 
there are many potential barriers for families when it comes to 
attending after-school functions. Therefore, having 100 attendees for 
our first venture was quite a successful turnout. The positive response 
from participants and attendees alike was beyond anything I could 
have imagined.  
  
In a 2005 publication, Desai and M arsh claim that poetry gives 
students a chance to, ?reflect and articulate [students?] lived 
experiences while envisioning new possibilities? (p. 72). Through the 
open mic, I was able to witness the truth of this claim firsthand. 
Although I did not have all of the participants in class, I met with 
them on various occasions leading up to their performance, and it was 
remarkable to see the personal growth and development of confidence 
this experience inspired in students. They made themselves vulnerable 
and connected with one another. The reading and writing of poetry 
have obvious academic merit, but this even went beyond that and 
became about celebrating the students as thinking, feeling individuals 
with incredible talent and potential. It was energizing and unifying for 
all involved, especially me. This event left me with a powerful sense of 
community and a renewed passion for connecting with students.  
  
Keys to Success 
I learned as I went while planning this event, but there are elements 
that I feel greatly contributed to our success: 
? Open sign-ups with no audition: Everyone who wished to 
participate was allowed. However, I did preview material and 
conference with students about their work. Establishing this 
relationship allowed me to ensure the performances would be school 
appropriate, and it gave the students the opportunity to reflect and 
prepare. 
? Established line-up: Pre-arranging the order of poets and poems 
allowed the students to prepare, and it allowed me to break up 
thematic and emotional elements for a better audience experience.  
? Intimate setting: I chose to hold this event in our school library so 
that we could mimic a coffee shop setting. I rearranged furniture into 
comfortable and casual clusters and used low lighting and minimal 
staging. This created a relaxed ambiance and the students seemed at 
ease.  
? Headlining poet: The majority of the students who chose to 
participate in this event were female and write a lot about issues such 
as self-worth, identity, body image, and relationships. Fayce 
H ammond?s work was very much in line with what the students were 
presenting, and it spoke to them on a personal level.  
Teacher Feedback  
Alex Deaton (Social Studies): The open mic performances were 
amazing. So often our students' words are swept aside because they are 
"just teenagers," the accents in their voices, or their improper 
grammar, but if you look at the world we are living in now, those 
teenagers are making changes despite these things holding them back. 
Their words are powerful, and we as adults should really listen.  
  
Angela Saxton (Language Arts): It was moving and powerful to see 
the students share their writings that were so personal. I believe it 
empowered many of them and showed them that there are others who 
share many of the same struggles, fears, joys, and victories, whether 
they are classmates, staff members, or strangers. 
  
Student Feedback  
Aidan N .: The open mic was the perfect way for students to release 
thoughts, and open themselves up to friends, family, and staff. 
Watching my peers show themselves in another light, really reflected 
on the fact that you never know what people are going through, or 
what they?re facing. The art show and open mic brought together 
various groups of students and showed how creativity can bring 
people together, despite all the differences. 
  
Kayla L.: For a brief moment I got to see into the lives and feelings of 
people I see every day at school. After participating in the open mic 
and talking with the others afterward, I felt the same about those 
people as I did when my sports team and I win a game. H igh school 
students who don?t play sports tend to be pushed to the side, but with 
events like this, that can change. Students and staff can find others 
who share their interests, and they can bond over it to make 
friendships that last a lifetime. 
  
Liberty D.: Preparing for the open mic gave me an outlet to vent and 
get things down on paper. During the open mic, it was so interesting 
sitting in the audience and hearing everyone's art whether it was a 
story, a poem, or even a song. Art can really show you someone's true 
colors and what they are going through. I feel when I shared my poem 
some of my friends could understand me better. Also, I would like to 
believe that art can help someone get through tough situations just 
like it did me. 
  
Fayce H ammond is the founder and editor- in-chief of Ink and
N ebula. Information can be found at 
http://inkandnebula.com/index.html. 
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gleefully edited papers and corrected homework for my friends. It was 
pure joy, rooted in human connection and the sharing of (perhaps, 
occasionally dubious) knowledge. N ever once in those blissful games 
did I imagine the long hours of research, assessment, data collection, 
and analysis I would someday perform as a secondary teacher. H ad I 
imagined the reality of teaching, I?m not sure I would have been so 
drawn to it. Fortunately, by the time I figured out the truth, it was too 
late. N o amount of paperwork will ever keep me from the classroom. 
That said, I often long for the pure joy of human connection that led 
me to teach. During the 2017-2018 school year that joy came back to 
me through an unexpected source: spoken word poetry.  
  
M y success with spoken word poetry was born from a not so 
successful attempt at a thought-provoking journal prompt. On 
September 11th, I shared ?The N ames,? by Billy Collins with my 
college prep seniors. I provided them with the necessary context, gave 
a heartfelt reading of the piece, and asked them to reread the poem 
before reflecting on whichever aspect most spoke to them. I was 
shocked when the majority of the class chose to reflect on the genre of 
poetry altogether, rather than the assigned poem. In short: they were 
not fans. They were practically in consensus that no one outside of the 
world of education cared one bit about poetry. Knowing that my 
students viewed me as a sort of poetry insider, I reached out to the 
local community, through a letter to the editor, to help impart the 
importance and relevance of poetry. The response was 
overwhelmingly positive.  
  
During the course of six weeks or so, we received letters and emails 
from poetry lovers not only from our community but from several 
other states. Thanks to the power of social media, we even received a 
handwritten letter from Salerno, Italy. I asked each respondent to 
include information about themselves, their relationship with poetry, 
and their favorite poem for us to study. We heard from lawyers, 
counselors, teachers, retirees, a pig farmer, a judge, an inmate, a 
mechanic, an electrician, and more. They told us their stories, and 
they shared everything from Shakespeare to M aya Angelou to a 
surprising amount of personal work. I can, without hesitation, say that 
it was one of the most meaningful things I have done with my 
students. I watched them ease into the understanding that poetry can 
connect us, shape us, heal us, and teach us about ourselves and others. 
Before long, they were coming to me with YouTube videos of spoken 
word performances that they wanted to share with their classmates. 
Then, with poems that they had written and wished to share. 
Integrating this non-traditional literature into our regular coursework 
improved class discussion and text-based referencing, and it helped me 
build deeper relationships with my students. I knew that I had to share 
this experience with a larger audience. So, when a colleague suggested 
that I have a local poet come to my classroom, I went to 
administration and asked permission to have a local poet serve as the 
headliner at a poetry open mic session in our building. 
  
A tremendous amount of planning later, I hosted Pickaway-Ross 
Career and Technology Center?s first Art Expressed: a showcase of 
student and staff artwork. The evening included an open house style 
art show, where we displayed over 100 pieces of art created by 81 
students and 12 staff members and concluded with a spoken word 
open mic. Two teachers (including myself) and ten students 
participated. Spoken word poet Fayce H ammond of Columbus served 
as the evening?s headliner. The event was held from 6-8 PM  and was 
open to the community. It is estimated that approximately 100 people 
attended. As we are a career and technology center, serving only 
juniors and seniors, our roughly 650 students come from ten different 
home schools across two counties. M any of the schools we partner 
with are small, rural schools with high poverty populations. As such, 
there are many potential barriers for families when it comes to 
attending after-school functions. Therefore, having 100 attendees for 
our first venture was quite a successful turnout. The positive response 
from participants and attendees alike was beyond anything I could 
have imagined.  
  
In a 2005 publication, Desai and M arsh claim that poetry gives 
students a chance to, ?reflect and articulate [students?] lived 
experiences while envisioning new possibilities? (p. 72). Through the 
open mic, I was able to witness the truth of this claim firsthand. 
Although I did not have all of the participants in class, I met with 
them on various occasions leading up to their performance, and it was 
remarkable to see the personal growth and development of confidence 
this experience inspired in students. They made themselves vulnerable 
and connected with one another. The reading and writing of poetry 
have obvious academic merit, but this even went beyond that and 
became about celebrating the students as thinking, feeling individuals 
with incredible talent and potential. It was energizing and unifying for 
all involved, especially me. This event left me with a powerful sense of 
community and a renewed passion for connecting with students.  
  
Keys to Success 
I learned as I went while planning this event, but there are elements 
that I feel greatly contributed to our success: 
? Open sign-ups with no audition: Everyone who wished to 
participate was allowed. However, I did preview material and 
conference with students about their work. Establishing this 
relationship allowed me to ensure the performances would be school 
appropriate, and it gave the students the opportunity to reflect and 
prepare. 
? Established line-up: Pre-arranging the order of poets and poems 
allowed the students to prepare, and it allowed me to break up 
thematic and emotional elements for a better audience experience.  
? Intimate setting: I chose to hold this event in our school library so 
that we could mimic a coffee shop setting. I rearranged furniture into 
comfortable and casual clusters and used low lighting and minimal 
staging. This created a relaxed ambiance and the students seemed at 
ease.  
? Headlining poet: The majority of the students who chose to 
participate in this event were female and write a lot about issues such 
as self-worth, identity, body image, and relationships. Fayce 
H ammond?s work was very much in line with what the students were 
presenting, and it spoke to them on a personal level.  
Teacher Feedback  
Alex Deaton (Social Studies): The open mic performances were 
amazing. So often our students' words are swept aside because they are 
"just teenagers," the accents in their voices, or their improper 
grammar, but if you look at the world we are living in now, those 
teenagers are making changes despite these things holding them back. 
Their words are powerful, and we as adults should really listen.  
  
Angela Saxton (Language Arts): It was moving and powerful to see 
the students share their writings that were so personal. I believe it 
empowered many of them and showed them that there are others who 
share many of the same struggles, fears, joys, and victories, whether 
they are classmates, staff members, or strangers. 
  
Student Feedback  
Aidan N .: The open mic was the perfect way for students to release 
thoughts, and open themselves up to friends, family, and staff. 
Watching my peers show themselves in another light, really reflected 
on the fact that you never know what people are going through, or 
what they?re facing. The art show and open mic brought together 
various groups of students and showed how creativity can bring 
people together, despite all the differences. 
  
Kayla L.: For a brief moment I got to see into the lives and feelings of 
people I see every day at school. After participating in the open mic 
and talking with the others afterward, I felt the same about those 
people as I did when my sports team and I win a game. H igh school 
students who don?t play sports tend to be pushed to the side, but with 
events like this, that can change. Students and staff can find others 
who share their interests, and they can bond over it to make 
friendships that last a lifetime. 
  
Liberty D.: Preparing for the open mic gave me an outlet to vent and 
get things down on paper. During the open mic, it was so interesting 
sitting in the audience and hearing everyone's art whether it was a 
story, a poem, or even a song. Art can really show you someone's true 
colors and what they are going through. I feel when I shared my poem 
some of my friends could understand me better. Also, I would like to 
believe that art can help someone get through tough situations just 
like it did me. 
  
Fayce H ammond is the founder and editor- in-chief of Ink and
N ebula. Information can be found at 
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from poetry lovers not only from our community but from several 
other states. Thanks to the power of social media, we even received a 
handwritten letter from Salerno, Italy. I asked each respondent to 
include information about themselves, their relationship with poetry, 
and their favorite poem for us to study. We heard from lawyers, 
counselors, teachers, retirees, a pig farmer, a judge, an inmate, a 
mechanic, an electrician, and more. They told us their stories, and 
they shared everything from Shakespeare to M aya Angelou to a 
surprising amount of personal work. I can, without hesitation, say that 
it was one of the most meaningful things I have done with my 
students. I watched them ease into the understanding that poetry can 
connect us, shape us, heal us, and teach us about ourselves and others. 
Before long, they were coming to me with YouTube videos of spoken 
word performances that they wanted to share with their classmates. 
Then, with poems that they had written and wished to share. 
Integrating this non-traditional literature into our regular coursework 
improved class discussion and text-based referencing, and it helped me 
build deeper relationships with my students. I knew that I had to share 
this experience with a larger audience. So, when a colleague suggested 
that I have a local poet come to my classroom, I went to 
administration and asked permission to have a local poet serve as the 
headliner at a poetry open mic session in our building. 
  
A tremendous amount of planning later, I hosted Pickaway-Ross 
Career and Technology Center?s first Art Expressed: a showcase of 
student and staff artwork. The evening included an open house style 
art show, where we displayed over 100 pieces of art created by 81 
students and 12 staff members and concluded with a spoken word 
open mic. Two teachers (including myself) and ten students 
participated. Spoken word poet Fayce H ammond of Columbus served 
as the evening?s headliner. The event was held from 6-8 PM  and was 
open to the community. It is estimated that approximately 100 people 
attended. As we are a career and technology center, serving only 
juniors and seniors, our roughly 650 students come from ten different 
home schools across two counties. M any of the schools we partner 
with are small, rural schools with high poverty populations. As such, 
there are many potential barriers for families when it comes to 
attending after-school functions. Therefore, having 100 attendees for 
our first venture was quite a successful turnout. The positive response 
from participants and attendees alike was beyond anything I could 
have imagined.  
  
In a 2005 publication, Desai and M arsh claim that poetry gives 
students a chance to, ?reflect and articulate [students?] lived 
experiences while envisioning new possibilities? (p. 72). Through the 
open mic, I was able to witness the truth of this claim firsthand. 
Although I did not have all of the participants in class, I met with 
them on various occasions leading up to their performance, and it was 
remarkable to see the personal growth and development of confidence 
this experience inspired in students. They made themselves vulnerable 
and connected with one another. The reading and writing of poetry 
have obvious academic merit, but this even went beyond that and 
became about celebrating the students as thinking, feeling individuals 
with incredible talent and potential. It was energizing and unifying for 
all involved, especially me. This event left me with a powerful sense of 
community and a renewed passion for connecting with students.  
  
Keys to Success 
I learned as I went while planning this event, but there are elements 
that I feel greatly contributed to our success: 
? Open sign-ups with no audition: Everyone who wished to 
participate was allowed. However, I did preview material and 
conference with students about their work. Establishing this 
relationship allowed me to ensure the performances would be school 
appropriate, and it gave the students the opportunity to reflect and 
prepare. 
? Established line-up: Pre-arranging the order of poets and poems 
allowed the students to prepare, and it allowed me to break up 
thematic and emotional elements for a better audience experience.  
? Intimate setting: I chose to hold this event in our school library so 
that we could mimic a coffee shop setting. I rearranged furniture into 
comfortable and casual clusters and used low lighting and minimal 
staging. This created a relaxed ambiance and the students seemed at 
ease.  
? Headlining poet: The majority of the students who chose to 
participate in this event were female and write a lot about issues such 
as self-worth, identity, body image, and relationships. Fayce 
H ammond?s work was very much in line with what the students were 
presenting, and it spoke to them on a personal level.  
Teacher Feedback  
Alex Deaton (Social Studies): The open mic performances were 
amazing. So often our students' words are swept aside because they are 
"just teenagers," the accents in their voices, or their improper 
grammar, but if you look at the world we are living in now, those 
teenagers are making changes despite these things holding them back. 
Their words are powerful, and we as adults should really listen.  
  
Angela Saxton (Language Arts): It was moving and powerful to see 
the students share their writings that were so personal. I believe it 
empowered many of them and showed them that there are others who 
share many of the same struggles, fears, joys, and victories, whether 
they are classmates, staff members, or strangers. 
  
Student Feedback  
Aidan N .: The open mic was the perfect way for students to release 
thoughts, and open themselves up to friends, family, and staff. 
Watching my peers show themselves in another light, really reflected 
on the fact that you never know what people are going through, or 
what they?re facing. The art show and open mic brought together 
various groups of students and showed how creativity can bring 
people together, despite all the differences. 
  
Kayla L.: For a brief moment I got to see into the lives and feelings of 
people I see every day at school. After participating in the open mic 
and talking with the others afterward, I felt the same about those 
people as I did when my sports team and I win a game. H igh school 
students who don?t play sports tend to be pushed to the side, but with 
events like this, that can change. Students and staff can find others 
who share their interests, and they can bond over it to make 
friendships that last a lifetime. 
  
Liberty D.: Preparing for the open mic gave me an outlet to vent and 
get things down on paper. During the open mic, it was so interesting 
sitting in the audience and hearing everyone's art whether it was a 
story, a poem, or even a song. Art can really show you someone's true 
colors and what they are going through. I feel when I shared my poem 
some of my friends could understand me better. Also, I would like to 
believe that art can help someone get through tough situations just 
like it did me. 
  
Fayce H ammond is the founder and editor- in-chief of Ink and
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participated. Spoken word poet Fayce H ammond of Columbus served 
as the evening?s headliner. The event was held from 6-8 PM  and was 
open to the community. It is estimated that approximately 100 people 
attended. As we are a career and technology center, serving only 
juniors and seniors, our roughly 650 students come from ten different 
home schools across two counties. M any of the schools we partner 
with are small, rural schools with high poverty populations. As such, 
there are many potential barriers for families when it comes to 
attending after-school functions. Therefore, having 100 attendees for 
our first venture was quite a successful turnout. The positive response 
from participants and attendees alike was beyond anything I could 
have imagined.  
  
In a 2005 publication, Desai and M arsh claim that poetry gives 
students a chance to, ?reflect and articulate [students?] lived 
experiences while envisioning new possibilities? (p. 72). Through the 
open mic, I was able to witness the truth of this claim firsthand. 
Although I did not have all of the participants in class, I met with 
them on various occasions leading up to their performance, and it was 
remarkable to see the personal growth and development of confidence 
this experience inspired in students. They made themselves vulnerable 
and connected with one another. The reading and writing of poetry 
have obvious academic merit, but this even went beyond that and 
became about celebrating the students as thinking, feeling individuals 
with incredible talent and potential. It was energizing and unifying for 
all involved, especially me. This event left me with a powerful sense of 
community and a renewed passion for connecting with students.  

  
Keys to Success 
I learned as I went while planning this event, but there are elements 
that I feel greatly contributed to our success: 
? Open sign-ups with no audition: Everyone who wished to 
participate was allowed. However, I did preview material and 
conference with students about their work. Establishing this 
relationship allowed me to ensure the performances would be school 
appropriate, and it gave the students the opportunity to reflect and 
prepare. 
? Established line-up: Pre-arranging the order of poets and poems 
allowed the students to prepare, and it allowed me to break up 
thematic and emotional elements for a better audience experience.  
? Intimate setting: I chose to hold this event in our school library so 
that we could mimic a coffee shop setting. I rearranged furniture into 
comfortable and casual clusters and used low lighting and minimal 
staging. This created a relaxed ambiance and the students seemed at 
ease.  
? Headlining poet: The majority of the students who chose to 
participate in this event were female and write a lot about issues such 
as self-worth, identity, body image, and relationships. Fayce 
H ammond?s work was very much in line with what the students were 
presenting, and it spoke to them on a personal level.  
Teacher Feedback  
Alex Deaton (Social Studies): The open mic performances were 
amazing. So often our students' words are swept aside because they are 
"just teenagers," the accents in their voices, or their improper 
grammar, but if you look at the world we are living in now, those 
teenagers are making changes despite these things holding them back. 
Their words are powerful, and we as adults should really listen.  
  
Angela Saxton (Language Arts): It was moving and powerful to see 
the students share their writings that were so personal. I believe it 
empowered many of them and showed them that there are others who 
share many of the same struggles, fears, joys, and victories, whether 
they are classmates, staff members, or strangers. 
  
Student Feedback  
Aidan N .: The open mic was the perfect way for students to release 
thoughts, and open themselves up to friends, family, and staff. 
Watching my peers show themselves in another light, really reflected 
on the fact that you never know what people are going through, or 
what they?re facing. The art show and open mic brought together 
various groups of students and showed how creativity can bring 
people together, despite all the differences. 
  
Kayla L.: For a brief moment I got to see into the lives and feelings of 
people I see every day at school. After participating in the open mic 
and talking with the others afterward, I felt the same about those 
people as I did when my sports team and I win a game. H igh school 
students who don?t play sports tend to be pushed to the side, but with 
events like this, that can change. Students and staff can find others 
who share their interests, and they can bond over it to make 
friendships that last a lifetime. 
  
Liberty D.: Preparing for the open mic gave me an outlet to vent and 
get things down on paper. During the open mic, it was so interesting 
sitting in the audience and hearing everyone's art whether it was a 
story, a poem, or even a song. Art can really show you someone's true 
colors and what they are going through. I feel when I shared my poem 
some of my friends could understand me better. Also, I would like to 
believe that art can help someone get through tough situations just 
like it did me. 
  
Fayce H ammond is the founder and editor- in-chief of Ink and
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Keys to Success 
I learned as I went while planning this event, but there are elements 
that I feel greatly contributed to our success: 
? Open sign-ups with no audition: Everyone who wished to 
participate was allowed. However, I did preview material and 
conference with students about their work. Establishing this 
relationship allowed me to ensure the performances would be school 
appropriate, and it gave the students the opportunity to reflect and 
prepare. 
? Established line-up: Pre-arranging the order of poets and poems 
allowed the students to prepare, and it allowed me to break up 
thematic and emotional elements for a better audience experience.  
? Intimate setting: I chose to hold this event in our school library so 
that we could mimic a coffee shop setting. I rearranged furniture into 
comfortable and casual clusters and used low lighting and minimal 
staging. This created a relaxed ambiance and the students seemed at 
ease.  
? Headlining poet: The majority of the students who chose to 
participate in this event were female and write a lot about issues such 
as self-worth, identity, body image, and relationships. Fayce 
H ammond?s work was very much in line with what the students were 
presenting, and it spoke to them on a personal level.  
Teacher Feedback  
Alex Deaton (Social Studies): The open mic performances were 
amazing. So often our students' words are swept aside because they are 
"just teenagers," the accents in their voices, or their improper 
grammar, but if you look at the world we are living in now, those 
teenagers are making changes despite these things holding them back. 
Their words are powerful, and we as adults should really listen.  
  
Angela Saxton (Language Arts): It was moving and powerful to see 
the students share their writings that were so personal. I believe it 
empowered many of them and showed them that there are others who 
share many of the same struggles, fears, joys, and victories, whether 
they are classmates, staff members, or strangers. 
  
Student Feedback  
Aidan N .: The open mic was the perfect way for students to release 
thoughts, and open themselves up to friends, family, and staff. 
Watching my peers show themselves in another light, really reflected 
on the fact that you never know what people are going through, or 
what they?re facing. The art show and open mic brought together 
various groups of students and showed how creativity can bring 
people together, despite all the differences. 
  
Kayla L.: For a brief moment I got to see into the lives and feelings of 
people I see every day at school. After participating in the open mic 
and talking with the others afterward, I felt the same about those 
people as I did when my sports team and I win a game. H igh school 
students who don?t play sports tend to be pushed to the side, but with 
events like this, that can change. Students and staff can find others 
who share their interests, and they can bond over it to make 
friendships that last a lifetime. 
  
Liberty D.: Preparing for the open mic gave me an outlet to vent and 
get things down on paper. During the open mic, it was so interesting 
sitting in the audience and hearing everyone's art whether it was a 
story, a poem, or even a song. Art can really show you someone's true 
colors and what they are going through. I feel when I shared my poem 
some of my friends could understand me better. Also, I would like to 
believe that art can help someone get through tough situations just 
like it did me. 
  
Fayce H ammond is the founder and editor- in-chief of Ink and
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Their words are powerful, and we as adults should really listen.  
  
Angela Saxton (Language Arts): It was moving and powerful to see 
the students share their writings that were so personal. I believe it 
empowered many of them and showed them that there are others who 
share many of the same struggles, fears, joys, and victories, whether 
they are classmates, staff members, or strangers. 
  
Student Feedback  
Aidan N .: The open mic was the perfect way for students to release 
thoughts, and open themselves up to friends, family, and staff. 
Watching my peers show themselves in another light, really reflected 
on the fact that you never know what people are going through, or 
what they?re facing. The art show and open mic brought together 
various groups of students and showed how creativity can bring 
people together, despite all the differences. 
  
Kayla L.: For a brief moment I got to see into the lives and feelings of 
people I see every day at school. After participating in the open mic 
and talking with the others afterward, I felt the same about those 
people as I did when my sports team and I win a game. H igh school 
students who don?t play sports tend to be pushed to the side, but with 
events like this, that can change. Students and staff can find others 
who share their interests, and they can bond over it to make 
friendships that last a lifetime. 
  
Liberty D.: Preparing for the open mic gave me an outlet to vent and 
get things down on paper. During the open mic, it was so interesting 
sitting in the audience and hearing everyone's art whether it was a 
story, a poem, or even a song. Art can really show you someone's true 
colors and what they are going through. I feel when I shared my poem 
some of my friends could understand me better. Also, I would like to 
believe that art can help someone get through tough situations just 
like it did me. 
  
Fayce H ammond is the founder and editor- in-chief of Ink and
N ebula. Information can be found at 
http://inkandnebula.com/index.html. 
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get things down on paper. During the open mic, it was so interesting 
sitting in the audience and hearing everyone's art whether it was a 
story, a poem, or even a song. Art can really show you someone's true 
colors and what they are going through. I feel when I shared my poem 
some of my friends could understand me better. Also, I would like to 
believe that art can help someone get through tough situations just 
like it did me. 
  
Fayce H ammond is the founder and editor- in-chief of Ink and
N ebula. Information can be found at 
http://inkandnebula.com/index.html. 
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Sar ah Ressl er  Wr ight
Vocab Gal

 

N eed help?  Ask Your School and/or Public librarian!  

We English teachers never have enough time, money, 
or books. However, I have found an unlikely source 
for all three--your school and public libraries.  H aving 
become a teacher- librarian myself serendipitously 
when our school librarian quit, I have learned a great 
deal from the other side of the checkout desk.  
U ltimately, librarians are teachers too and we have 
time, money, and knowledge to help you, and we are 
(usually) willing to do so as long as you ask!

Research Instruct ion is H ard; L ibrar ians Can D o 
it  For You

I desperately want to help make research easier for all 
teachers and students and would love to teach research 
all the time, to all of the classes.  However, many 
teachers are anxious about giving up time and control 
in their classrooms and also worry about looking 
ignorant in front of the students/librarian.  M ost 
librarians don?t judge--they just help! If you provide 
your librarian with set parameters about what skills 
you want taught and your project?s time frame, most 
will do all your work for you!  I know many librarians 
who will grade annotated bibliographies and Works

Cited pages!

N eed a Classroom  Library? L ibrar ians Can 
Provide

I am still astounded by all the money I spent on my 
classroom library when the same books were on the 
shelves of our school library, and I just didn?t take the 
time to bring down my students. N ow, I had good 
reasons for not wanting to send individual students to 
the library when many of them would circle the school 
a few times before sauntering into the library and 
failing to check out a book.  I knew I couldn?t 
personally hand select books for students in the library 
if I was also expected to be monitoring the daily

independent reading in my classroom.  

Therefore, when I became my school?s librarian, I 
implemented a system where I would check out books 
to the classroom of each English teacher (who 
requested them) and then the teachers themselves 
could log in to our library checkout system and

re-check those books out to students.  

I hope this year to have two students from each class 
period select the books for their period?s shelf, but I 
also have teachers who select the books they want for 
their classes.  If you are unfortunate enough not to 
have a school librarian, check in with your local 
library.  Our public library delivers library books once 
a week to schools that request them, and our teen 
librarian forgives costs of books that are lost each year

in schools.

Furthermore, librarians want suggestions of books 
students and staff have enjoyed to add to the 
collection, so if there isn?t a book already in your

school library, request it.

Want Your Students to Listen to Books? T he 
L ibrar ian Wants T hat Too!

This year I was gifted several old iPods found in 
elementary and high school classrooms left over from 
grants from the early 2000s.  I downloaded the three 
titles every senior had to read (All But My Life, A Long 
Way Gone, and The Kite Runner) from their audiobook 
CDs onto my laptop in iTunes.  I then plugged in and 
blanked the old ipods and added the audiobooks to 
each. M any struggling students reported they had 
actually completed their assignments because they 
were able to listen to the books and either follow along 
or complete other tasks (riding the bus to and from 
games, performing chores, etc) while listening.

Additionally, our public library purchases ebooks and 
audiobooks through two systems: Overdrive and 
Hoopla.  Throughout the year, I promoted the free 
apps for those systems, Libby (by Overdrive) and 
Hoopla, as awesome ways for students to download 
and listen to books for both class assignments and 
independent reading.  The public library has often 
come out to help me issue public library cards to 
students and has encouraged me to help look up and 
renew students? library cards that are outdated.  

Want to Br ing an Author? Par tner with a 
L ibrar ian

H aving students meet authors is one of the best parts 
of being a teacher- librarian.  I geek out as much as 
they do about the fantastic people and the stories they 
create.  However, as a teacher I didn?t have enough 
time to deal with all the logistics of an author visit, nor 
was I able to get funding easily.  The school librarian 
often has a budget that can be tapped for author visits, 
and if not the school library, the public library will also 
co-host events and bring authors to your school as well

as to their library.

Want Students to Create Unique Projects? T he 
L ibrar ian H as Supplies and Suppor t

The ?M akerspace? movement in libraries has been 
gaining STEAM  (haha, pedagogy pun), and most 
school or public libraries has unique items that can 
make individual projects come alive.  Two years ago, I 
downloaded the free app Stop M otion that creates stop 
motion animation movies.  Our Spanish 2 students 
made brilliant movies using old toy figurines and 
Legos to communicate their knowledge of verb tenses 
and family vocabulary.  I also have an entire drawer full 
of old CDs and keyboards to take apart, scrap fabric 
and a sewing machine, and all kinds of goofy odds and 
ends that can inspire students? creativity.  Your 
librarian will watch the students, be another set of 
hands to help them with their projects, and--overall--  
make an open-ended project less intimidating for

yourself and your students.

Want to H ost a Unique Event or Festival?  So 
D oes Your L ibrar ian!

Our local library hosts a ComicCon called GeekFest 
where they bring in graphic novelists and comic book 
authors and play amazing games, cosplay, etc.  This 
year, our AASC advisor wanted to host a discussion 
about Black Panther, and our local librarian showed up 
with movie buttons, a trivia contest, and prizes to 
improve our turnout.  I hosted the N CTE 
African-American Read-In, TedX  talks, Socratic 
Seminars, H arlem-Renaissance Rent Parties and more

for various teachers. 

The library is a welcome, inviting, playful, and 
scholarly space that shows students that their work is 
meaningful and their discussions are worthy.   Don?t 
forget to just use the space whenever you can to

change up the atmosphere for your students.

Overall, look no further than your school or local 
library for the extra time, money and (audio)books 
that you need.  N eil Gaiman stated, ?Google can 
bring you back a hundred thousand answers. A 
librarian can bring you back the right one.?  We can

do that...and so much more!

 

No T im e?  No M oney? No 
Books?  

 Use Your L ibrar ies!
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Heid i Weber
 Gif t ed  Lia iso n

Power of Talk
(Part 4)

 

Back in the spring, I explored accountability with part 
3 of the ?Power of Talk?. Holding students 
accountable in discussions helps us release control 
because they can and often do stray off task. N ow let?s 
move onto some great ways to help discussions have a 
focal point.

First I will be clear...I am not advocating that we as 
educators prepare a list of discussion points or 
questions for our students to go over when they have 
conversations about text. Our goal is to stimulate ?real 
talk? and guides often turn into scripts. If you feel you 
must give your students some type of discussion guide, 
consider 2-3 open ended questions about the text that 
will prompt and stimulate thinking without limiting it. 
In part 2 I shared debate topics to help students 
practice how to respectfully agree and disagree with 
each other. N ow I invite you to consider setting up 
debate topics for novels your students are reading. For 
instance, my friend and colleague 7th grade GIS/ELA 
teacher Debbie Steward and I came up with some 
debate prompts for The Outsiders. Think about the 
conversations students would have considering 
whether it would be better to be a ?greaser? or a 
?soc?? Questions like these help students explore view 
points that relate to real world issues as well. Questions 
like these do not have a ?correct? answer.

Other ideas for focal points could include reading 
through a ?lens?. After I read Falling in Love with 
Close Reading by C. Lehman and K. Roberts, I 
started experimenting with the idea of a ?word lens? 
or ?character lens? with my 4th graders. That is, I 
asked them to just consider one aspect of a chapter or 
text to focus. When reading Ella Enchanted my 
students came across a plethora of challenging 
vocabulary and so I encouraged them to note words 
they noticed so they could discuss these words. Here?s 
a clip from a group discussing their inferences about 
words: Ella ch. 10-12 discussion. M y students really 
embrace examining texts through a ?lens? focal point 
and it helps discussions stay meaningful yet open and 
authentic. (To be transparent, I did give my students a 
suggested word list providing some words they could 
hunt for as they read if they felt ?stuck?).

Reading through a lens does require students to come 
to a discussion with some thinking already prepared. 
This works exceptionally well when reading a shared 
text such as a whole class novel reading or ?book 
club?. It also addresses speaking/l istening standard 
1, ?prepare for and participate effectively in a range of 
conversations and collaborations with diverse partners, building 
on others? ideas and expressing their own clearly and 
persuasively?. Coming to discussions having read 
material is an important goal for our learners and so 
giving a slight focus helps. It also invites students to 
clarify understanding when they bring their ideas and 
perhaps misconceptions to a group chat. 

Another way to give discussions a point is to give a task 
that gets students producing some type of ?product? 
together. That is a shared mission. When reading A 
Wrinkle in Time, I challenge my 4th grade discussion 
groups to pick a ?planet? or setting and hunt for 
evidence that describes that setting. I encourage them 
to look for descriptions and what characters say, think, 
feel, or do. After finding the evidence they can focus 
on the mood created by the text.  One group of 
students collected evidence about ?Camazotz? and had 
a really rich discussion about the text which prepared 
them for watching the movie adaptation so they could 
explore ways the mood was conveyed in the visual 
representation. In this way my students had a common 
objective that was still open ended and gave them a 
purpose for working collaboratively. Other group 
?products? might include character maps or sketches. 
With a focus on creating something collectively, 
discussions are often lively and full of critical thinking.

Another option is to have students have a discussion 
before they take on an independent task. M aybe you 
would like your students to write a reflective essay 
about a topic; let them discuss their thinking with 
peers first. I had my students wrap up their reading of 
A Wrinkle in Time writing an essay about how the 
main character M eg changed in the story. With so 
many directions to go in, my students felt 
overwhelmed. Before they considered writing their 
first word, they spent time talking first. Their talk help 
clarify their understandings and explore ideas. They 
were encouraged to stop and chat with each other as 
they worked. They were allowed to have peers edit 
and give feedback. Final essays were more than I could 
have hoped for because I allowed the power of talk to 
be the driving force. As Kate Roberts points out ?Kids 
should talk about books whenever possible. Talking-especially 
when clarifying confusion-is a support we all use through 
college and beyond.? (A Novel Approach, 100).

For teachers that have students keep reader?s 
notebooks or some other form of annotating, consider 
having students come to discussion with a few key 
notes to share. A fantastic tool for curating and 
keeping post it notes is the Post It © Plus App. 
Students can quickly capture notes with this app and 
then sort them during discussions. One of my favorite 
ways to have students consider their annotations is by 
declaring them ?on the surface?, ?below the surface? 
or ?beyond the book?. On the surface thinking means 
that something was easy to figure our or directly stated 
in a text. They didn?t need to think too ?deeply? 
whereas below the surface thinking is driven by 
inferential thinking. M ost of this thinking encourages 
support or evidence as students have to explain ?I 
know because? ?. Adding a beyond the book category 
lets students set aside questions or thinking that cannot 
be answered by the text or may be irrelevant for 
understanding. 

Finally another favorite of many educators for giving 
discussions a point is through the assigning roles to 
students for discussions. Search ?literature circles? and 
look at the images that pop up. Ideas for giving a focus 
to reading or discussion are endless. I will be the first 
to admit that this structure doesn?t really work for me, 
but I point it out because so many teachers find it fits 
their classroom perfectly. Whatever approach you take 
to give your students some ?point? or focus for 
discussions, keep it flexible and as open ended as 
possible to promote optimal collaboration and critical 
thinking!

Want to continue the conversation? 

Send your questions and feedback to Heidi at: 
weberhe@lovelandschools.org 
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First I will be clear...I am not advocating that we as educators prepare a list of discussion 
points or questions for our students to go over when they have conversations about text. 
Our goal is to stimulate ?real talk? and guides often turn into scripts. If you feel you 
must give your students some type of discussion guide, consider 2-3 open ended 
questions about the text that will prompt and stimulate thinking without limiting it. In 
part 2 I shared debate topics to help students practice how to respectfully agree and 
disagree with each other. N ow I invite you to consider setting up debate topics for 
novels your students are reading. For instance, my friend and colleague 7th grade 
GIS/ELA teacher Debbie Steward and I came up with some debate prompts for The 
Outsiders. Think about the conversations students would have considering whether it 
would be better to be a ?greaser? or a ?soc?? Questions like these help students explore 
view points that relate to real world issues as well. Questions like these do not have a 
?correct? answer.

Other ideas for focal points could include reading through a ?lens?. After I read Falling 
in Love with Close Reading by C. Lehman and K. Roberts, I started experimenting 
with the idea of a ?word lens? or ?character lens? with my 4th graders. That is, I asked 
them to just consider one aspect of a chapter or text to focus. When reading Ella 
Enchanted my students came across a plethora of challenging vocabulary and so I 
encouraged them to note words they noticed so they could discuss these words. Here?s 
a clip from a group discussing their inferences about words: Ella ch. 10-12 discussion. 
M y students really embrace examining texts through a ?lens? focal point and it helps 
discussions stay meaningful yet open and authentic. (To be transparent, I did give my 
students a suggested word list providing some words they could hunt for as they read if 
they felt ?stuck?).

Reading through a lens does require students to come to a discussion with some 
thinking already prepared. This works exceptionally well when reading a shared text 
such as a whole class novel reading or ?book club?. It also addresses 
speaking/l istening standard 1, ?prepare for and participate effectively in a range of 
conversations and collaborations with diverse partners, building on others? ideas and expressing their 
own clearly and persuasively?. Coming to discussions having read material is an important 
goal for our learners and so giving a slight focus helps. It also invites students to clarify 
understanding when they bring their ideas and perhaps misconceptions to a group chat. 

Another way to give discussions a point is to give a task that gets students producing 
some type of ?product? together. That is a shared mission. When reading A Wrinkle in 
Time, I challenge my 4th grade discussion groups to pick a ?planet? or setting and hunt 
for evidence that describes that setting. I encourage them to look for descriptions and 
what characters say, think, feel, or do. After finding the evidence they can focus on the 
mood created by the text.  One group of students collected evidence about ?Camazotz? 
and had a really rich discussion about the text which prepared them for watching the 
movie adaptation so they could explore ways the mood was conveyed in the visual 
representation. In this way my students had a common objective that was still open 
ended and gave them a purpose for working collaboratively. Other group ?products? 
might include character maps or sketches. With a focus on creating something 
collectively, discussions are often lively and full of critical thinking.

Another option is to have students have a discussion before they take on an independent 
task. M aybe you would like your students to write a reflective essay about a topic; let 
them discuss their thinking with peers first. I had my students wrap up their reading of 
A Wrinkle in Time writing an essay about how the main character M eg changed in the 
story. With so many directions to go in, my students felt overwhelmed. Before they 
considered writing their first word, they spent time talking first. Their talk help clarify 
their understandings and explore ideas. They were encouraged to stop and chat with 
each other as they worked. They were allowed to have peers edit and give feedback. 
Final essays were more than I could have hoped for because I allowed the power of talk 
to be the driving force. As Kate Roberts points out ?Kids should talk about books whenever 
possible. Talking-especially when clarifying confusion-is a support we all use through college and 
beyond.? (A Novel Approach, 100).

For teachers that have students keep reader?s notebooks or some other form of 
annotating, consider having students come to discussion with a few key notes to share. 
A fantastic tool for curating and keeping post it notes is the Post It © Plus App. 
Students can quickly capture notes with this app and then sort them during discussions. 
One of my favorite ways to have students consider their annotations is by declaring 
them ?on the surface?, ?below the surface? or ?beyond the book?. On the surface 
thinking means that something was easy to figure our or directly stated in a text. They 
didn?t need to think too ?deeply? whereas below the surface thinking is driven by 
inferential thinking. M ost of this thinking encourages support or evidence as students 
have to explain ?I know because? ?. Adding a beyond the book category lets students 
set aside questions or thinking that cannot be answered by the text or may be irrelevant 
for understanding. 

Finally another favorite of many educators for giving discussions a point is through the 
assigning roles to students for discussions. Search ?literature circles? and look at the 
images that pop up. Ideas for giving a focus to reading or discussion are endless. I will 
be the first to admit that this structure doesn?t really work for me, but I point it out 
because so many teachers find it fits their classroom perfectly. Whatever approach you 
take to give your students some ?point? or focus for discussions, keep it flexible and as 
open ended as possible to promote optimal collaboration and critical thinking!

Want to continue the conversation? 

Send your questions and feedback to Heidi at: weberhe@lovelandschools.org 
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Reading through a lens does require students to come to a discussion with some 
thinking already prepared. This works exceptionally well when reading a shared text 
such as a whole class novel reading or ?book club?. It also addresses 
speaking/l istening standard 1, ?prepare for and participate effectively in a range of 
conversations and collaborations with diverse partners, building on others? ideas and expressing their 
own clearly and persuasively?. Coming to discussions having read material is an important 
goal for our learners and so giving a slight focus helps. It also invites students to clarify 
understanding when they bring their ideas and perhaps misconceptions to a group chat. 

Another way to give discussions a point is to give a task that gets students producing 
some type of ?product? together. That is a shared mission. When reading A Wrinkle in 
Time, I challenge my 4th grade discussion groups to pick a ?planet? or setting and hunt 
for evidence that describes that setting. I encourage them to look for descriptions and 
what characters say, think, feel, or do. After finding the evidence they can focus on the 
mood created by the text.  One group of students collected evidence about ?Camazotz? 
and had a really rich discussion about the text which prepared them for watching the 
movie adaptation so they could explore ways the mood was conveyed in the visual 
representation. In this way my students had a common objective that was still open 
ended and gave them a purpose for working collaboratively. Other group ?products? 
might include character maps or sketches. With a focus on creating something 
collectively, discussions are often lively and full of critical thinking.

Another option is to have students have a discussion before they take on an independent 
task. M aybe you would like your students to write a reflective essay about a topic; let 
them discuss their thinking with peers first. I had my students wrap up their reading of 
A Wrinkle in Time writing an essay about how the main character M eg changed in the 
story. With so many directions to go in, my students felt overwhelmed. Before they 
considered writing their first word, they spent time talking first. Their talk help clarify 
their understandings and explore ideas. They were encouraged to stop and chat with 
each other as they worked. They were allowed to have peers edit and give feedback. 
Final essays were more than I could have hoped for because I allowed the power of talk 
to be the driving force. As Kate Roberts points out ?Kids should talk about books whenever 
possible. Talking-especially when clarifying confusion-is a support we all use through college and 
beyond.? (A Novel Approach, 100).

For teachers that have students keep reader?s notebooks or some other form of 
annotating, consider having students come to discussion with a few key notes to share. 
A fantastic tool for curating and keeping post it notes is the Post It © Plus App. 
Students can quickly capture notes with this app and then sort them during discussions. 
One of my favorite ways to have students consider their annotations is by declaring 
them ?on the surface?, ?below the surface? or ?beyond the book?. On the surface 
thinking means that something was easy to figure our or directly stated in a text. They 
didn?t need to think too ?deeply? whereas below the surface thinking is driven by 
inferential thinking. M ost of this thinking encourages support or evidence as students 
have to explain ?I know because? ?. Adding a beyond the book category lets students 
set aside questions or thinking that cannot be answered by the text or may be irrelevant 
for understanding. 

Finally another favorite of many educators for giving discussions a point is through the 
assigning roles to students for discussions. Search ?literature circles? and look at the 
images that pop up. Ideas for giving a focus to reading or discussion are endless. I will 
be the first to admit that this structure doesn?t really work for me, but I point it out 
because so many teachers find it fits their classroom perfectly. Whatever approach you 
take to give your students some ?point? or focus for discussions, keep it flexible and as 
open ended as possible to promote optimal collaboration and critical thinking!

Want to continue the conversation? 

Send your questions and feedback to Heidi at: weberhe@lovelandschools.org 
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A Wrinkle in Time writing an essay about how the main character M eg changed in the 
story. With so many directions to go in, my students felt overwhelmed. Before they 
considered writing their first word, they spent time talking first. Their talk help clarify 
their understandings and explore ideas. They were encouraged to stop and chat with 
each other as they worked. They were allowed to have peers edit and give feedback. 
Final essays were more than I could have hoped for because I allowed the power of talk 
to be the driving force. As Kate Roberts points out ?Kids should talk about books whenever 
possible. Talking-especially when clarifying confusion-is a support we all use through college and 
beyond.? (A Novel Approach, 100).

For teachers that have students keep reader?s notebooks or some other form of 
annotating, consider having students come to discussion with a few key notes to share. 
A fantastic tool for curating and keeping post it notes is the Post It © Plus App. 
Students can quickly capture notes with this app and then sort them during discussions. 
One of my favorite ways to have students consider their annotations is by declaring 
them ?on the surface?, ?below the surface? or ?beyond the book?. On the surface 
thinking means that something was easy to figure our or directly stated in a text. They 
didn?t need to think too ?deeply? whereas below the surface thinking is driven by 
inferential thinking. M ost of this thinking encourages support or evidence as students 
have to explain ?I know because? ?. Adding a beyond the book category lets students 
set aside questions or thinking that cannot be answered by the text or may be irrelevant 
for understanding. 

Finally another favorite of many educators for giving discussions a point is through the 
assigning roles to students for discussions. Search ?literature circles? and look at the 
images that pop up. Ideas for giving a focus to reading or discussion are endless. I will 
be the first to admit that this structure doesn?t really work for me, but I point it out 
because so many teachers find it fits their classroom perfectly. Whatever approach you 
take to give your students some ?point? or focus for discussions, keep it flexible and as 
open ended as possible to promote optimal collaboration and critical thinking!

Want to continue the conversation? 

Send your questions and feedback to Heidi at: weberhe@lovelandschools.org 
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Finally another favorite of many educators for giving discussions a point is through the 
assigning roles to students for discussions. Search ?literature circles? and look at the 
images that pop up. Ideas for giving a focus to reading or discussion are endless. I will 
be the first to admit that this structure doesn?t really work for me, but I point it out 
because so many teachers find it fits their classroom perfectly. Whatever approach you 
take to give your students some ?point? or focus for discussions, keep it flexible and as 
open ended as possible to promote optimal collaboration and critical thinking!

Want to continue the conversation? 

Send your questions and feedback to Heidi at: weberhe@lovelandschools.org 
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Pat t ie Niese- 
BCT BA  Lia iso n

Student Recom m endation

This is one of the books that is a M UST read 
for 7-12th graders. If you are a fan of 
Schusterman?s Unwind series, you will love this 
book. In a future world where we have 
conquered death, Scythes are charged with 
keeping the population numbers sustainable. 
Scythes have 10 commandments they live by, 
including Thou shalt be beholden to no laws 
beyond these. The book follows two teens who 
each encounter Scythe Faraday and 
subsequently become apprentices for a year.  

The twists and turns that the book takes help 
students to delve into some heavy moral topics 
and timely ethical questions, such as should 
there be a group above laws? Is there a moral 
way to kill? Should people who are scythes 
?enjoy their work?? Students are already 
questioning and pondering these issues, and 
this is, to quote M att De La Pena, ?a safe place 
for them to feel.? Giving students a safe place 
to ponder and wonder about moral issues is a 
great way to help them solidify their own 
positions and be able to defend them 
(argument). The book includes discussion 
questions and extension activities in the back 
that will help stretch your students thinking. 
Once you start the book, you won?t be able to 
put it down.   

Professional Recom m endation  

  

  

As we begin the school year, and our time 
becomes limited, this is a professional book 
that will help make your planning easier. You 
can get it in the mail and begin using it the 
next day. 

The beginning of the book offers a great 
justification for teaching with Quickwrites that 
will provide you with talking points The texts 
are divided into 4 main sections: Seeing 
inward; Leaning Outward; Beyond Self; and 
Looking Back. Each page has an excerpt that 
you can project on the board as well as a ?Try 
this? section that gives a teacher the step by 
step for actually using the text. Each section 
also has several interludes which are examples 
of where students have taken the quickwrites 
and developed further. There are also some 
graphic organizers to help think through the 
writing process.  

This will become a go-to resource for 
secondary teachers!   

Pleasure Recom m endation  

      

I am (usually) an unapologetic fan of romance 
novels. I know that my get me some jeers, but 
when dealing with the day to day issues that 
come from my urban students, I need to know 
that the journey I am reading will end with a 
positive outcome. (Does it feel like I?m 
justifying?) N ora Roberts?s books have been 
shifting toward more suspense and mystery, 
but still follow a happy ending. Her newest 
book Shelter in Place was a timely book that I 
struggled to finish due to the inciting event: a 
mass shooting at a mall. The story follows 
several survivors of the tragic event and the 
impact the shooting had on their lives. While I 
usually spend plenty of time rereading those 
N R books that can take me out of the drama 
and craziness of my day-to-day, this is not one 
that I will reread for quite some time. The 
characters are quality and well-developed as are 
the realistic police procedures.  If you have 
shunned N ora Roberts because she started as 
more of the traditional happy-happy romance 
author, you need to pick up some of her 
stand-alone, suspense novels with romantic 
undertones.   

T IM E FOR BOOKS--
REVIEWS FOR ALL

 Before I get to this month?s books, just a reminder, voting 
for the Buckeye Children and Teen Book Award for begins 
September 1. Here is a link for the current nominees: 
http://bcbookaward.info/current-nominees/   

Shelter in Place

N ora Roberts

Scythe
 

 (BCTBA 6-8 N ominee) 

N eal 
   Schusterman

The Quickwrite 
Handbook

Linda R ief
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Student Recom m endation
This is one of the books that is a M UST read for 7-12th graders. If you are a fan of 
Schusterman?s Unwind series, you will love this book. In a future world where we have 
conquered death, Scythes are charged with keeping the population numbers sustainable. 
Scythes have 10 commandments they live by, including Thou shalt be beholden to no 
laws beyond these. The book follows two teens who each encounter Scythe Faraday and 
subsequently become apprentices for a year.  

The twists and turns that the book takes help students to delve into some heavy moral 
topics and timely ethical questions, such as should there be a group above laws? Is there a 
moral way to kill? Should people who are scythes ?enjoy their work?? Students are already 
questioning and pondering these issues, and this is, to quote M att De La Pena, ?a safe 
place for them to feel.? Giving students a safe place to ponder and wonder about moral 
issues is a great way to help them solidify their own positions and be able to defend them 
(argument). The book includes discussion questions and extension activities in the back 
that will help stretch your students thinking. Once you start the book, you won?t be able 
to put it down.   

Professional Recom m endation  

  

  

As we begin the school year, and our time becomes limited, this is a professional book that 
will help make your planning easier. You can get it in the mail and begin using it the next 
day. 

The beginning of the book offers a great justification for teaching with Quickwrites that 
will provide you with talking points The texts are divided into 4 main sections: Seeing 
inward; Leaning Outward; Beyond Self; and Looking Back. Each page has an excerpt that 
you can project on the board as well as a ?Try this? section that gives a teacher the step by 
step for actually using the text. Each section also has several interludes which are examples 
of where students have taken the quickwrites and developed further. There are also some 
graphic organizers to help think through the writing process.  

This will become a go-to resource for secondary teachers!   

Pleasure Recom m endation  

      

I am (usually) an unapologetic fan of romance novels. I know that my get me some jeers, 
but when dealing with the day to day issues that come from my urban students, I need to 
know that the journey I am reading will end with a positive outcome. (Does it feel like I?m 
justifying?) N ora Roberts?s books have been shifting toward more suspense and mystery, 
but still follow a happy ending. Her newest book Shelter in Place was a timely book that I 
struggled to finish due to the inciting event: a mass shooting at a mall. The story follows 
several survivors of the tragic event and the impact the shooting had on their lives. While I 
usually spend plenty of time rereading those N R books that can take me out of the drama 
and craziness of my day-to-day, this is not one that I will reread for quite some time. The 
characters are quality and well-developed as are the realistic police procedures.  If you have 
shunned N ora Roberts because she started as more of the traditional happy-happy 
romance author, you need to pick up some of her stand-alone, suspense novels with 
romantic undertones.   
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The twists and turns that the book takes help students to delve into some heavy moral 
topics and timely ethical questions, such as should there be a group above laws? Is there a 
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As we begin the school year, and our time becomes limited, this is a professional book that 
will help make your planning easier. You can get it in the mail and begin using it the next 
day. 

The beginning of the book offers a great justification for teaching with Quickwrites that 
will provide you with talking points The texts are divided into 4 main sections: Seeing 
inward; Leaning Outward; Beyond Self; and Looking Back. Each page has an excerpt that 
you can project on the board as well as a ?Try this? section that gives a teacher the step by 
step for actually using the text. Each section also has several interludes which are examples 
of where students have taken the quickwrites and developed further. There are also some 
graphic organizers to help think through the writing process.  

This will become a go-to resource for secondary teachers!   

Pleasure Recom m endation  

      

I am (usually) an unapologetic fan of romance novels. I know that my get me some jeers, 
but when dealing with the day to day issues that come from my urban students, I need to 
know that the journey I am reading will end with a positive outcome. (Does it feel like I?m 
justifying?) N ora Roberts?s books have been shifting toward more suspense and mystery, 
but still follow a happy ending. Her newest book Shelter in Place was a timely book that I 
struggled to finish due to the inciting event: a mass shooting at a mall. The story follows 
several survivors of the tragic event and the impact the shooting had on their lives. While I 
usually spend plenty of time rereading those N R books that can take me out of the drama 
and craziness of my day-to-day, this is not one that I will reread for quite some time. The 
characters are quality and well-developed as are the realistic police procedures.  If you have 
shunned N ora Roberts because she started as more of the traditional happy-happy 
romance author, you need to pick up some of her stand-alone, suspense novels with 
romantic undertones.   
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N am e: Amanda Suttle

 Education: The Ohio State University & Ashland 
University

Current t i t le/posit ion/distr ict : English Teacher, 
Licking Valley H igh School

D escr ibe your favor ite lesson to teach.  Why do you 
think this lesson is so enjoyable/effect ive?

I love the ?get to know you? activities to start the school 
year because I learn so much about the students and their 
interests and strengths. There?s nothing more important 
than building community and trust in the beginning. 
Whether we?re ?speed dating? independent reading 
books or writing a ?Where I?m From? poem or a Six 
Word M emoir, these low-stakes, personal pieces help 
build their confidence and establish classroom  
communication.

H ow do you prepare students for a 21st century 
workforce? What do you see as the m ost essential 
ski l ls for students to learn?

Preparing my 10th graders for the workforce is not at the 
forefront of my mind on most days; that would feel 
depressing and overwhelming. They?re still just kids 
trying to figure out who they are and where they fit in 
the world, not just where they?re going to work. I?m 
preparing them to be better readers, writers, and critical 
thinkers; in the complex process of honing those essential 
skills, I hope that they also develop a greater awareness of 
the outside world and an empathy for those who whose

lives differ from their own experiences. 

H aving a  growth m indset is im por tant for students 
as they learn.  H ow do you help students 
understand the process of learning and how to 
overcom e obstacles in their education?

Words matter. I emphasize this to my students, and it has 
come up frequently in the professional development 
books I?ve read, like the amazing 180 Days by Penny 
K ittle and Kelly Gallagher. Using the word ?yet? when 
giving writing improvement feedback delivers the 
message that it?s not a one-and-done paper or grade, but 
a skill which they will continue to practice. Changing the 
word ?is? to ?might? has also been a game changer: 
?What ?might? the answer be?? instead of ?What ?is? the 
answer?? Students need to feel safe to take risks. When it 
comes to reading and writing, I model frequently my 
own process of frustration, mistakes, and thinking 
through confusion because oftentimes, they need to see it

in action, too.

H ow have you changed as an educator?  What has 
been your biggest catalyst for change?

I feel like I change constantly! Every year, I meet new 
students who teach me new things. I?m always learning 
from my brilliant colleagues and reading and reflecting 
on the profession and new ideas, like Standards-Based 
Grading (SBG). Our district has embraced and 
implemented the SBG philosophy, which focuses on 
feedback and student learning over arbitrary assignment 
of points and letter grades. It was a dramatic shift several 
years ago, but now it just seems like common sense - so 
much so that I don?t think I could ever go back to a

traditional grading model. 

Why are you a m em ber of OCT ELA?  Please 
descr ibe som e of the benefits you see in being a 
m em ber of the organizat ion.

Teaching can be an isolating career during the 
day-to-day grind, but becoming a member of 
professional organizations and following other educators 
on social media has been a lifesaver. Those connections 
have helped me to discover countless resources I never 
knew existed and to feel less alone in the struggle...even 
when I am actually by myself -  probably eating lunch at 
my desk while giving feedback on student work. 

Are you planning to attend this year?s OCT ELA 
conference?  I f so, what are you m ost looking 
forward to attending/doing/exper iencing?

I hope so, though it depends on schedules and funding, 
like everything else. I love hearing from authors and 
other teachers, from whom I find inspiration and 
innovative ideas. I?d like to see more secondary options 
(9-12) at OCTELA and opportunities/time to share with

each other.

Any addit ional inform ation you?d l ike to share with 
our OCT ELA m em bers?

If you?re interested in learning more about SBG in an 
ELA classroom or collaborating across districts with our 
students (like in 180 Days), please contact me! 

amandasuttle@g.lickingvalley.k12.oh.us or @SuttleLVHS
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Kar en Car ney
Co nf er enc e Pl anner

Many years ago, Karen Carney drew me into the OCTELA 
family. This was a woman I knew on several different levels. 
First, as a mother. She lives in the school system in which I 
teach, thus her daughters had attended my school. Second, as a 
teacher. As you will soon see, Karen is a role model to which we 
should all strive to emulate. Her passion for her students is only 
matched by her desire to always be better and do better. The 
following interview only touches the tip of the iceberg of 
OCTELA?s conference planner, a truly incredible woman. 

--Michelle Best
  
Can you tell us about your past and cur rent 
teaching career? 
I am entering my thirty-fourth year of teaching with the 
Campbell City Schools, my hometown community. I 
began my teaching career with the most interesting 
assignments: as a K-3 phys ed teacher and JV Girls 
Basketball Coach? definitely not my strong suit, but I 
had a foot in the door! Back in the day, a permanent 
certificate encompassed K-8 all subjects, including art, 
music and phys ed. This is quite a contrast to the 
specialized licensure of today. Despite the unfamiliar 
landscape I found myself in, I did what all good teachers 
do? I accepted the challenges and learned and grew from 
them. M y biggest takeaways were to always familiarize 
yourself with the content and your audience and put your 
?Teacher On!? Over the years, I taught second grade for 
two years and, when I was finally a bit comfortable, I was 
transferred to first grade. I loved and nurtured those 
precocious six and seven year olds for twenty years. 
Watching them grow and love reading as much as I did 
was an experience I will keep with me always. Being the 
proverbial lifelong learner, I earned endorsements for 
reading and literacy. The next stop of my educational 
journey was as a literacy coach for our district--a position 
I accepted somewhat hesitantly, knowing I would miss 
having my ?own kids.? Once again, I was out of my 
comfort zone, but those previous takeaways led to my 
growing as a professional. Once again, I familiarized 
myself with the content and my audiences and put my 
?Teacher On!? I was in this role for six years: developing 
workshops, conducting PD, and working with teachers 
in their classrooms? which enabled me to work with lots 
of kids. Fast forward to the Third Grade Reading 
Guarantee! With this timely legislation, my new path led 
me to the third-grade classroom. M y strong literacy 
background gave me the necessary credentials to once 
again make a difference. I will begin my seventh year as a 
third-grade teacher? what a wonderful grade level to 
teach. These students are still warm and fuzzy, but they 
can read, they have a sense of humor, and they certainly 
keep me on my toes with their inquisitive nature and love 
of life. To be quite honest, not sure how I got through 
those first-grade years! By the way, my other job is an 
adjunct faculty member at Youngstown State 
University? a position I have held since 2004. I am an 
instructor in the Teacher Ed. Dept., teaching the reading 
courses to future teachers. Does it get any better than 
this? 
  
What advice would you give to a new teacher 
today? 
The most important thing educators can do is to love 
their students, unconditionally, and really get to know 
each child for the unique person he or she is. To me, the 
most important ?R? is relationships. Once that trust and 
respectful relationship is in place, only then can the real 
learning begin. Thinking back on the teacher that fueled 
my passion to become a teacher, it was all about her 
compassion and love for us. How do teachers know when 
you need that extra hug or encouragement? M y 
second-grade teacher, M rs. Parella, was that person for 
me. N ot only did she instill a love of learning, she loved 
us? unconditionally. During my first year as a literacy 
coach I had the privilege of working with a young man 
who began each day by asking his kindergarten students 
two questions: ?What is my job?? To which the students 
replied, ?To love us!? H is second question was: ?And 
what is your job?? I can still hear them say ?To love each 
other!? Isn?t that the sweetest, most profound way to start 
any day?  
  
Who or what are the biggest influences in m aking 
you the teacher you are today? 
I?m sure you?ve been asked multiple times, ?Why did you 
become a teacher?? First off, I absolutely love being 
around children and reading? that?s a pretty good start, 
wouldn?t you say? But I often answer that question by 
saying it is a calling only a teacher could ever understand. 
There have been many experiences that have had a 
significant impact on my career as an educator. I already 
mentioned my inspiration, M rs. Parella, my 
second-grade teacher. I think we expect our primary 
teachers to be loving, kind, and compassionate. But 
here?s my mindset: I believe who you are as teacher 
shines through no matter the age of your audience. I am 
the same loving, caring, and compassionate teacher 
whether it?s my first or third graders, my pre-service 
teachers, or my staff. Always remember to know your 
content and audience, but never lose yourself in the 
process. The second influential teacher in my life was my 
history instructor during my first quarter at Youngstown 
State University. College professors aren?t supposed to be 
compassionate, caring, and kind? are they? Professor 
H alliman was all of things and so much more. M y dad?s 
cancer diagnosis could not have come at a worse 
time--not that any time is a good time to get that 
news--but it was midway through my first quarter of 
college. Understanding the despair, uncertainty, and 
utter devastation I was feeling, this kind and 
compassionate man did everything possible to get me 
through this--from calling with a review for an 
upcoming test, to calls of encouragement, and our long 
talks walking back to my car after class. Yep, that?s what 
I?m saying? relationships are so important. Perhaps the 
most compelling experience was when I became a 
mother. Although I was kind, compassionate, and loving 
before, becoming a mother only added to my need to 
make my ?school children? feel as loved as my own 
children. Working in a small, urban district comes with 
both challenges and rewards. I think back to N ick?s two 
questions to his kindergartners each morning. As 
educators, it is our job to love and nurture them? where 
would I be without those amazing educators, 
experiences, and relationships?  
  
What is your goal for the future of OCT ELA? 
It is my absolute pleasure and privilege to be a member of 
OCTELA. Surrounded by incredibly knowledgeable and 
talented educators sharing their expertise is just about as 
good as it gets in my professional world! In my role as 
conference planner I have once again ?familiarized 
myself with the content and my audience.? And you 
guessed it? it?s all about relationships! M y biggest hope is 
that all young teachers are fortunate enough to have a 
mentor like M arge Ford to introduce them to this 
wonderful professional organization. I was a first-year 
teacher when M arge asked me to collaborate on a 
presentation at a conference and I?ve been hooked since 
then. M y goal for the future of OCTELA is for our 
membership to continue to grow as we collaborate with 
educators to promote literacy and literacy instruction.  
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through this--from calling with a review for an upcoming test, to calls of encouragement, and 
our long talks walking back to my car after class. Yep, that?s what I?m saying? relationships 
are so important. Perhaps the most compelling experience was when I became a mother. 
Although I was kind, compassionate, and loving before, becoming a mother only added to my 
need to make my ?school children? feel as loved as my own children. Working in a small, 
urban district comes with both challenges and rewards. I think back to N ick?s two questions 
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I?ve been hooked since then. M y goal for the future of OCTELA is for our membership to 
continue to grow as we collaborate with educators to promote literacy and literacy 
instruction.  
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have information you think would enliven or inform our audience, please submit it to the editor via mail or email. 
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